Welcome to Class 9
Drop off: 8:45am Kids zone entrance Pick up: 2:40pm Top gate
We will be using the Kidz Zone door for drop offs. Please send children in by themselves
through the gate.
Pickups will be through the top gate by the Traffic lights. The gates will be opened at the allotted
time (not before) walk to the toilet doors to collect, then continue down to walk past Early Years
building. Exit by walking up the pathway onto Newpool Road. Please keep moving when you are
on the one way system as it is critical to vacate quickly to allow the next class to arrive on time.

Please adhere to social distancing and stick to the pathways on the one way
system. For their own safety, do not allow children to run around or climb on
the wall whilst waiting. Please keep your child with you whilst walking on the
one way system.

If you have other siblings to drop off and collect then please try to adhere to each class’ times as
much as possible. If you do have any queries please feel free to contact school to discuss either via
telephone 01782 97310 or using your child’s current homework email address before the end of
term — Friday 17th July 2020.

No bags to be brought
to school.
You will only need a
coat and a named
water bottle which
will be sent home
daily to be washed.

Toast and juice will be available to purchase for
£1.50 a week.
At dinner time, we will be having a picnic lunch in
our classroom or outside if the weather permits,
and hot dinners in the hall.
Can all packed lunches be brought in
a disposable bag please, no lunch
bags or boxes.

We will be delivering
a full curriculum from
September.

Have a fabulous Summer
holiday. We look forward to
seeing you
in September.

Children to come to school wearing PE kit
(school shorts, t-shirt and jumper/
cardigan—with dark joggers/leggings only)
every Tuesday from Tuesday 15th
September. Children will stay in their kit
for the full day.

Forest School
We aim to use outdoor as much as possible so please send your
child into school in their Forest School clothes on Mondays. They
must bring a change of clothes/uniform to
change into if muddy. They will need to be in
a bag big enough to carry a full dirty Forest
School kit home!

